Abstract-Orthogonal time frequency space (OTFS) is a promising technology for high-mobility wireless communications. However, the equalization realization in practical OTFS systems is a great challenge when the non-ideal rectangular waveforms are adopted. In this paper, first of all, we theoretically prove that the effective channel matrix under rectangular waveforms holds the block-circulant property and the special Fourier transform structure with time-domain channel. Then, by exploiting the proved property and structure, we further propose the corresponding low-complexity algorithms for two mainstream linear equalization methods, i.e., zero-forcing (ZF) and minimum mean square error (MMSE). Compared with the existing direct-matrixinversion-based equalization, the complexities can be reduced by a few thousand times for ZF and a few hundred times for MMSE without any performance loss, when the numbers of symbols and subcarriers are both 32 in OTFS systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Orthogonal time frequency space (OTFS) is a kind of modulation technologies which can strongly combat the doppler effect in time-variant channels by spreading each data symbol on the delay-Doppler (DD) plane over the entire time-frequency (TF) plane [1] . Thus, OTFS is very robust in high-mobility scenarios, which is identified as a main challenge of future wireless communications.
Most existing work assumes that ideal waveforms are adopted in OTFS systems, which ensures the transmitter-and receiver-side waveforms satisfy bi-orthogonality [2] - [4] . This assumption can reap the advantages that the inter-symbol interference (ISI) and inter-carrier interference (ICI) are both perfectly eliminated, and constant channel gains are guaranteed for each data symbol in the DD domain [5] . However, the ideal waveform assumption is unavailable in practical scenarios, and the ISI and ICI is inevitably introduced, which causes non-uniform channel gains in the DD domain. As a consequence, channel matrix is no longer doubly circular [5] , which prohibitively increases the complexity of channel equalization, and hence hinders the realization of practical OTFS systems.
Therefore, low-complexity equalization plays a pivotal role in practical OTFS systems. Considering the potential of complexity reduction, linear equalization is usually much preferred, especially when the fractional doppler shift occurs, destroys the sparsity of the equivalent channel in the DD domain, and hence disables the feasibility of nonlinear equalization, e.g., message passing (MP) [2] , [6] . For the widely-used linear equalization, i.e., zero-forcing (ZF) and minimum mean square error (MMSE), the complexities of the existing direct-matrix-inversion-based schemes are both
3 ), where M , N are the numbers of OTFS symbols and subcarriers, respectively. Typically, the value of N M is in the order of thousand or even larger. Thus, even for the linear equalization of practical OTFS systems with non-ideal rectangular waveforms, the complexity is still overly intensive, and heavily limits the realization of practical OTFS systems.
To this end, we concentrate on low-complexity linear equalization algorithms for practical OTFS systems in this paper. Specifically, we first prove the block-circulant property and special Fourier transform structure of the effective channel matrix under rectangular waveforms. Then, low-complexity ZF and MMSE equalization algorithms are proposed by exploiting the proved property and structure. Our proposed algorithms significantly decrease the computational complexities from O((N M )
3 ) to O M 2 N log N for ZF and O M 2 N 2 P for MMSE, where P is the number of channel multi-paths.
In this paper, scalars, matrixes, and vectors are denoted by boldface capital, boldface lowercase, and normal letters, respectively. I N is the identity matrix of size N . A −1 , A T , A H represent the inverse, transpose, and conjugate transpose of A. The operation ⊗ represents Kronecker product. The operation circ {a} forms cyclic square matrix A whose first column is the vector a, and circ {A 1 , · · A N } forms a block-circulant square matrix whose first column block as (A 
II. OFDM-BASED OTFS SYSTEMS
The realization of OTFS is compatible with OFDM by adding a pre-processing and post-processing block [2] , i.e., OFDM technologies can be adopted for multicarrier timefrequency signal transmission in OTFS systems [6] - [8] . In this section, a brief review of OFDM-based OTFS systems is given, and then the effective channel matrices of OTFS systems are derived for rectangular and ideal waveforms, respectively.
A. Elements of OFDM-based OTFS Systems
The time-frequency plane is defined as an M × N lattice which is sampled by interval T (second) along the time axis and ∆f (Hz) along the frequency axis, respectively, i.e., Λ= {(m∆f, nT ) : m = 1, ..., M, n = 1, ..., N } .
Delay-Doppler plane is defined as an
As a pre-processing block added to OFDM systems at the transmitter, inverse symplectic finite Fourier transform (ISFFT) converts the modulated data in DD domain to TF domain. ISFFT can be written in a matrix form as
where X TF , X DD ∈ C M×N denote the discrete transmit data in a matrix form mapped on Λ and Γ, respectively. At the receiver, the post-processing block additionally executes symplectic finite Fourier transform (SFFT), which converts the output signal R TF on Λ plane to DD-domain signal Y DD ,
For the brevity of subsequent analysis, a DD-domain generalized input-output model is built for vectorized signal as
where x DD , y DD ∈ C N M×1 are obtained by column-wise stacking X DD , Y DD into column vectors, respectively. H eff ∈ C N M×N M denotes the DD-domain end-to-end effective channel matrix and w is the noise vector. Note that we assume the same type of waveform at the transmitter and receiver. Details of H eff are discussed as follows.
B. Effective Channel Matrix with Rectangular Waveforms
In [8] , rectangular waveforms are considered in an OFDMbased OTFS system. The effective channel H eff can be expressed as
MN ×MN and G r , G t ∈ C N ×N denote the receive, transmit windows and receive, transmit waveform matrices, respectively. Note that Π r , Π t = I MN , and G r , G t = I N when the rectangular windows and waveforms are considered [8] .H ∈ C MN ×MN is the time-domain channel impulse response matrix of the vectorized time-domain signal after cyclic prefix (CP) adding and removing operations [8] .
H is a block-diagonal matrix when the length of CP is larger than the maximum delay of the channel, andH is expressed asH=diag(H 1 ,H 2 · · ·H N ), whereH p ∈C M×M . According to the tap-delay-line model [7] , there are only P non-zero elements in each column and each row ofH p at fixed positions determined by the channel multi-path delay positions on the time axis, which is denoted as d=[D 1 , D 2 · · · D P ]. Therein, D P is the maximum delay position. Finally, for our considered system, the effective channel matrix in (4) is simplified to
C. Channel Mismatch Under Ideal Waveform Assumption
In practical wireless systems, if the effect of practical waveforms is not considered, i.e., assuming the ideal waveforms which cause that each data symbol experiences the constant channel gain at the receiver [4] , the systems may suffer the channel mismatch issues. We term this case as the ideal waveform assumption. In such a case, the channel gain of the first data symbol of x DD , i.e., the first column of H rect eff , is wrongly deemed as the constant channel gain, i.e., [H
M×N . Hereby, each received data symbol can be rewritten by a two-dimension circular convolution between H DD and the transmit data as [3] ,
(6) Based on (6), the mismatched effective channel matrix H ide eff under the ideal waveform assumption is given by
III. LOW-COMPLEXITY ZF AND MMSE EQUALIZATIONS
In this section, we first explore a deep insight into H rect eff . Then, low-complexity ZF and MMSE equalization methods are proposed for practical OTFS systems with rectangular waveforms based on the structure feature of H 
2 times Fourier transform operations. Thus, FFT Mtx (·), and IFFT Mtx (·) are both linear operators, which will be used for the following theorem. 
where
The right hand side of (9) is only related to the difference of i and k. By defining n = k−i N +1, and substituting n into (9), we can obtain f ip f ′ pk =e j 2π N (p−1)(n−1) f n,p , and then (8) can be simplified to
By defining A n = H rect n ∈ C M×M , H rect eff can be rewritten in a block-circulant matrix form as
Then, the proof of Theorem 1 is finished.
As discussed before, under the ideal waveform assumption, the submatrices of the effective channel belong to circular matrices. In this case, the low-complexity ZF and MMSE schemes are more easily attained, since H ide eff can be diagonalized by FFT matrix thanks to the doubly circular property [4] . Oppositely, with rectangular waveforms, the data symbol in DD domain does not experience a constant channel any more, which causes that A n in (11) is not a circulant matrix. The appealing diagonalization operation is not available for rectangular waveforms, which calls for new low-complexity methods based on Theorem 1.
A. Low-Complexity ZF Equalization
According to the vectorized model in (3), the vectorized output signalx ZF DD of ZF equalizer can be written bŷ
where W ZF denotes the evaluation matrix for ZF. Since direct inversion requires overwhelmingly high computational complexity, we develop a low-complexity algorithm. By referring to [9] , the inversion of a block-circulant matrix, i.e., H
−1
eff , is also a block-circulant matrix. Thus, we can represent W ZF as
where B q ∈C M×M can be obtained by A n as [9]
with S t ∈ C M×M . According to (13), (14), to obtain W ZF , the direct inversion of H rect eff ∈ C N M×N M can be avoided by calculating the inversion of S t and executing FFT operations. Moreover, it is observed that S t has the same structure of A n . By exploiting the sparse property and structure knowledge of S t , we further develop a LU factorization method to obtain S −1 t to proceed with the simplification of ZF equalization algorithm. The entire details of the proposed low-complexity ZF equalization are provided in Algorithm 1. 
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B. Low-Complexity MMSE Equalization
ZF may cause the noise enhancement issue, which can be addressed by the MMSE equalization given bŷ
where W MMSE denotes the evaluation matrix for MMSE, and σ 2 is the noise energy. Proposition 1: The evaluation matrix W MMSE is a blockcirculant matrix and the submatrices can be expressed as
is the submatrices of the block-circulant matrix
The conjugate transpose of effective channel can be expressed as H
is the product of two blockcirculant matrices plus a diagonal matrix. The product of two block-circulant matrices is also a block-circulant matrix, which means both C and C −1 are block-circulant matrices. Thus, W MMSE is a block-circulant matrix, and a general expression of submatrices in W MMSE can be obtained by using blockcirculant matrix multiplication twice, as shown in (16).
Rewrite C as C = cric{C 1 , C 2 , · · · , C N }. According to (16), C −1 ∈C N M×N M is required when obtaining W MMSE . We can apply (14) to simplify the inversion operation as
Based on the analysis above, the direct inversion of MMSE equalization can also be avoided by using a similar algorithm as Algorithm 1.
C. Complexity Analysis
As there are M 2 times N -point FFT (IFFT) operations, the computational complexity of FFT Mtx (·) (IFFT Mtx (·)) is O M 2 N log N . Moreover, the LU factorization method reduces the complexity of direct inversion of S t from O M 3 to O M 2 D P , usually with D P ≪ M . As for the multiplication of the matrices in (16), by exploiting the sparsity of the matrices, the complexity is reduced from O((N M )
3 ) to O M 2 N 2 P . Finally, Table I shows the computational complexity comparison between the direct-matrix-inversion-based equalization and the proposed low-complexity equalization. The effective channel matrix in the DD domain is obtained by (10) , which is also simplified via the operation IFFT Mtx (·). For N = M = 32, P = 6, the overall complexity can be decreased by a few thousand times for ZF and a few hundred times for MMSE. More complexity reduction can be achieved for practical systems with larger N, M, P .
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, simulation results are provided. The parameters are set as follows: The carrier frequency is 5 GHz, the subcarrier space ∆f is 15 KHz, the number of subcarrier M is 64, the number of OTFS symbols N in a transmission block is 32, and the channel is modeled as Vehicular Channel B [10] . Hereby, D P is 20 and let L CP =D P +1. The 4-QAM modulated signal is adopted and the maximum doppler spread is f max = 1 KHz. The simulation results are averaged over 20000 times realizations. Fig. 1 indicates that our proposed low-complexity equalization algorithms result in no performance loss compared with the direct-inversion-based schemes [8] . The significant performance degradation is observed by the inappropriate ideal-waveform assumption [4] , due to that the interference under rectangular waveforms gives rise to the variation of channel gains among different data symbols in the DD domain, which causes a mismatch between the theoretical and practical channels. Note that a two-stage equalization scheme, resembling traditional feedback decision equalization, has been recently proposed in [11] . From Fig. 1 and Table I (Γ is the complexity induced by the hard-decision in the second stage), the complexity of our proposed schemes is at least a few hundreds times lower than that of [11] with slight performance loss during the signal-noise-ratio (SNR) range of 5-16 dB. Besides, more advantages of our schemes are as follows:
The linear equalization only requires the easily-obtained DD domain channel [8] , while the two-stage equalization requires the intractable frequency-domain response of time-varying channel in practical OTFS systems; the two-stage equalization imposes higher hardware requirements on practical systems. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we identify and prove the effective channel matrix structure of OTFS systems with rectangular waveforms. Based on the proved structure feature, new low-complexity linear equalization methods are proposed for ZF and MMSE, respectively. Analysis and simulation results validate that the proposed linear equalization methods can significantly reduce the computational complexity with no performance loss, which enables the future applications of OTFS technologies to practical communication systems.
